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There are thousands of Android games on Play Store in almost every genre imaginable. Many games need a reliable and stable internet connection to work, which renders them useless where we don’t have any internet access. Games that need an internet connection are sometimes full of annoying ads and popups that disturb the overall gaming
experience. Have you tried playing the best offline Android games?There are times when you have no access to the internet, and you have some time to kill. Your best option is to keep some free Android mobile games (that don’t need internet) to fall back on.44 Best Offline Android Games You Can Play Without Worrying About InternetSmartphones
have become the perfect companion for game lovers as they can fire up a game anyplace and anytime; well, almost. Our list of the best offline Android games can help you choose a fun pastime when you’re getting bored. From a free offline game to an action game to a strategy game, the mobile game genres can be played offline anytime, anywhere.
Game mode on!Offline Casual Games1. Big Little Farmer Offline Form – CasualBuild your farm, cultivate and harvest crops with Big Little Farmer which is one of the best offline android games. You get to experience the stress-free life of a farmer and embellish your farmland with this offline game.There is no fighting or running in the game. Instead,
you have to build a farming business with bakery and dairy products, among other things. You have to sell your products through a delivery truck, fulfill orders, and make yourself wealthy as you progress in the game.You have to work hard on your farming skills to improve your farm and be successful. Experience the life of a farmer and enjoy seeing
your agriculture empire grow.Download Big Little Farmer Offline Farm2. Dumb Ways to Die 2Gamers who love the original version will be taken aback by this storm. If you haven’t played the adventure game at all, try and you’ll absolutely love it. You have to find new ways of earning the maximum number of coins before losing your life in the game.
The mechanics are simple and easy to understand. The graphics are colorful and Dumb Ways to Die 2 is a lot of fun for all age groups. The game is fast-paced and requires you to go on clicking to keep yourself safe. Unlock new levels, pick cool characters, and be a star at the leader boards.Download Dumb Ways to Die 2 3. Smurfs’ VillageSmurfs’
Village allows players to create their own unique farmlands using all the possible resources. The free video game is set against the backdrop of an enchanted forest, which includes cute characters like the tiny blue smurfs. You have to earn resources, build buildings, add more smurfs to your family, and create the happiest smurfs village. The neverending gameplay keeps you hooked to the screens and the colorful attributes especially appeal to the children. Create your own magical world with the simple game on an Android smartphone. While playing Smurfs’ Village you will spot some of the most popular cartoon characters like Gargamel and Papa Smurf. Download Smurfs’ VillageOffline
Android Trivia Games4. QuizoidAs the name implies, Quizoid is a simple quiz game that can also be played offline where you have to answer questions. It has over 7000 questions divided into six levels. Quiz and puzzle lovers would enjoy having this game on their phones. It can also make one of the fun android offline games to play at parties. Quizoid
has 17 categories, three game modes, and various hints to help you with the game. The quiz contains questions from Arts and Literature, Famous People, Geography, Language, Mathematics, Medical Science, Religion, and Mythology, etc. With the pro version, you get 3000 extra questions. One of the best offline Android games for all quiz-lovers,
Quizoid is unmissable.Download QuizoidOffline Action Games5. Special Forces Group 2Are you a fan of first-person shooter games? With Special Forces Group 2, you get the experience of a 3D person shooter in this real-time shooting game. You have an option to play either the single player or multiplayer game.It has five different types of gameplay:
Bomb Mode, Capture the Flag, Resurrection, Classic, and Zombie Modes. You have six characters per team, seven pistols, three shotguns, four submachine guns, and many more weapons to win the war. It features an offline mode so you can play it without any internet connection and is one of the most fast-paced offline Android games.Download
Special Forces Group 26. Overkill 3Overkill 3 is another impressive offline Android game with great action which can be played endlessly. You have to defend the Generator here who helps by destroying your enemies with high-voltage lightning.The game features a cruel group of people who want everyone who doesn’t obey them. You have to save
innocent people by destroying the bad guys. Overkill 3 does have an offline mode so you can play it on the go without the internet.One of the best offline Android games, Overkill 3, includes daily tournaments, evolving gameplay, special lighting effects, and breathtaking futuristic visuals. Download Overkill 37. Blazing SniperOffline excellent games
come with their advantages where unwanted ads do not bother you while you are deeply involved in your game. Blazing Sniper sets a perfect example of being a fantastic offline shooter game where your ultimate aim is to protect people from attacks and viruses. The game is simple enough; with 50 shooter tasks and has endless runner modes to keep
you engaged for long. Blazing Sniper is a super fun offline shooter game for Android with easy control and smooth gameplay. Play with your friends and have fun.Download Blazing Sniper8. Implosion – Never Lose HopeImplosion- Never Lose Hope is one of the most downloaded and the best offline Android games that brings AAA console gaming
experience to your smartphones. The breathtaking graphics, quality voice art, and professional audio production altogether make this game worth a try. In the game, you control a mech saving humanity from aliens.There are six levels to unlock from one time IAP. Implosion is one of the games that doesn’t need the internet to play, which holds your
attention for long with its stunning visuals along with some annoying enemies. Each level is filled with some unique but self-explanatory challenges that keep you desiring for more action. You can choose your preferred level of difficulty before you start playing. Download Implosion9. Into the DeadWhen talking about the best offline Android games,
Apocalypse stands out from the crowd. If you want to experience the strange fear of losing yourself in a dark room where there is no way to escape, this game can let you experience that. Into the Dead is a game where you have to run as much as you can to save yourself from doom. You are in a gruesome world of the zombie apocalypse where you
have to do whatever you can do to stay alive. The gameplay is quite intense with some locked weapons that you have to unlock by completing certain goals. There are missions and mini-goals guiding you throughout the game. Get into a battle with your friends by challenging them to beat high scores. Download Into the Dead10. Once Upon a
TowerThe story revolves around a princess looking to carve her way out of a trap. The backdrop will take you back to the plot of the classic fairy tales where the lead protagonist waits for someone to rescue her. But, instead of a prince, Once Upon a Tower shows the powerful princess finding her own path and smashing whoever tries to stop her. One
of the best offline Android games, Once Upon a Tower, delivers an excellent message to all female gamers. Get up and fight your own battles instead of waiting for someone else to help you. Collect coins and power-ups to escape the dragon. Combat creepy crawlies, fight it out with the monsters, and cross levels as you move ahead in the
game.Download Once Upon a Tower11. Alto’s OdysseyIf you’ve played Alto’s Adventure before, you will love the fun sequel Alto’s Odyssey as well. The gameplay includes various exotic locations, hundreds of levels to cross, and many secrets to unearth. We particularly loved the background music, which casts a beautiful spell while playing and is just
right for the theme. Players can either choose to play for points or select the zen mode if they wish to enjoy a relaxing indulgence.You come across multiple worlds that are yet to be discovered and traverse through the canyons while exploring. Sandboard in the deserts, learn the movement tricks and witness the grandeur of the long-hidden temples.
Become a part of the adventure and resort to the in-app purchases to unlock special items.Download Alto’s Odyssey12. Crossy RoadCrossy Road is a popular offline Android game, which is available for free. Gamers who love the arcade game Frogger will find an interesting resemblance in this mobile version of the old favorite. You guide and help a
chicken cross the road and prepare her well to deal with all the obstacles on the way. There are more than 150 collectible characters, exciting levels, and sometimes you’ll be randomly surprised to see a water body to cross instead of a road. The innovative gameplay is sure to keep you hooked. Are you ready to dodge traffic and have fun?Download
Crossy RoadOffline Sports Games13. 3D Pool BallHave you ever played 3D Pool on your Android? Look no further, 3D Pool Ball is one of the most fun games that doesn’t need the internet. This perfect game for Android users offers pocket billiards (a.k.a playing pool) in a 3D view just like you are playing in the real world.With 3D Pool Ball, build your
legacy in the pool world and compete with other real players around the globe. You can play like a pro and win trophies by defeating skilled pool players.Download 3D Pool Ball14. Darts KingLove playing darts? We sure do. Darts King is on our list of the best offline Android games since you can play whenever you wish, without any internet
connection, if you are playing in the single-player mode. For multiplayer mode, you need the internet. You just have to drag and slide to throw darts and also there is a practice mode for beginners. The game supports Google’s achievements and leaderboards. The dart game is free and contains ads when playing online.Download Darts KingOffline Role
Playing Games15. EterniumEternium will remind you of Diablo and Torchlight. It has unique, innovative features like “swipe to cast” control and a player-friendly rule “no paywalls, never pay to win.” Although it has some features that you get if you are playing online, you can play this game offline without a hitch.You can play as a mage or a warrior
with a sword or an ax and learn new tricks to increase your attributes. Jump into the dark caves, explore forests, travel to the moon to kill unknown horrible creatures amongst the craters and the canyons.Download Eternium16. SoulCraftSoulCraft is one of the best offline Android games in the role-playing niche. It is for warriors who have already
played ultimate death games and defeated crime.The game has beautiful graphics with demons and other nasty creatures in locations like Venice, Rome, Hamburg, New York, and Egypt. You can play this game with different modes such as time run, arena, Hellgate, crystal defense, and boss fights.Download SoulCraft17. Legend of DarknessLegend of
Darkness is a role-playing game where your hero has to kill monsters to go to the next level. You have to collect material to make equipment and destroy different types of demons. Find the monsters and push them to death.The stronger the monster is, the better the award you earn. The hidden monsters grant you more generous rewards. You need to
create appropriate equipment with the materials available with help from Abyss. That’s the gist of the game.Download Legend of Darkness18. Beamdog CollectionAnother excellent addition to the list of best offline android games is Beamdog Games.Beamdog collection is a list of well-known PC games ported to Android in APK format. These games
are RPGs that can keep you engaged for hours together. The list has Planescape: Torment EE, Baldur’s Gate II, Icewind Dale: Enhanced Edition, and Baldur’s Gate Enhanced Edition.There are no in-app purchases. Although the game is not free, it’s a beautiful game to play offline on your Android phone. The games are complicated, so it is
recommended to play it on big phones or tablets.Download Beamdog Games19. Star WarsStar Wars is one of the best offline Android games ported to Android from PC. The Knights of the Old Republic has a lengthy story with many ends depending on the choices made by you while playing. The graphics are attractive, and you can ask questions if you
are confused about the game.Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic has achievements that make it appealing to play this game. It is not easy to finish it in a short span of time and takes time to collect proper characters, which helps you get out of the game successfully.Download Star Wars20. Stardew ValleyStardew Valley is one of the best offline
Android games among the ones released in the last two years. Although comparatively new, it has managed to garner popularity for the right reasons. It includes RPG elements and can be classified as an excellent farming simulator. You plant small trees, take care of them, indulge in bartering with the local townsmen, try your hands at fishing, and
restore your farm to its fullest potential. The spell cast by the retro graphics works charming well and you would not want to stop exploring the vast lands. Well, if you are lucky, you’d find some valuable treasure along your way.Download Stardew Valley21. 80 Days80 Days is a resource management game, which is as popular today as it was half a
decade ago. You guide your master Phileas Fogg while traveling around the world and keep an eye on the world clock. Carve out the best routes for him and ensure not to drain all his wealth and money. You will only last in the game for as long as you have the riches intact. Explore more than 150 cities with your employer and plot new travel routes.
Every new place has a different story to tell and a unique adventure to live. One of the best offline Android games, 80 Days, is a progressive and refreshing change the niche was waiting for.Download 80 Days22. Final Fantasy VIIOur list of the best offline Android games would be incomplete without having one representative from the immensely
popular Final Fantasy family. The role-playing game is a favorite among thousands of gaming enthusiasts and gives you a thrilling experience. You choose your mode of transport and start your expedition on airships or submarines. Become a part of the dramatic 3D tale, fight it out with enemies, and carve your own unique path.You can customize
your characters and check out the endless possibilities when it comes to combinations. The backgrounds are larger than life and takes you to a fantasy world you would not want to come back from. Download Final Fantasy VIIOffline Arcade Games23. Brothers in Arms 3Brothers in Arms is a game for people who like to be brave soldiers in their real
or gaming life. Moreover, it is one of the games that doesn’t need the internet to play on Android, which means there are no irritating ad pop-ups while you are playing the game with concentration.It has both singleplayer and multiplayer modes. To start the game, you have to choose between Free for All and Team Deathmatch modes. Unlock perks by
playing each weapon class; experiment with new weapons and get amazed at the visual effects.Enjoy the eye-catching skin animations. You can also play this game on your smartwatch.Download Brothers in Arms 324. DuetIt is like having endless fun playing Duet, and the rules are quite simple. You have to synchronize two vessels fighting all odds
and keep calm throughout the game.The game is good enough with the features given in the free version, and you can unlock new game modes in the premium version. The game is fun initially and gets more complicated as you step up the levels.Download Duet25. Smash HitJump into this beautiful journey of runners; you have to throw balls to clear
obstacles in your way, and you lose balls if you get hit by anything. You have to move in coordination with the sound and music.It takes a lot of focus and the right timing to run and ruin all the objects coming in your way. It’s a free game that can be played offline and you can pay to unlock extra goodies.Download Smash Hit26. Tank Hero: Laser
WarsThere are a number of Tank games on the Play Store, but Tank hero stands out in the crowd as one of the best offline Android games you would play today. The reason is its all-new 3D graphics engine with realistic lighting effects and interactive environment that hook you to the game for long. There are three unique worlds to win with some
epic boss battles that demand your best skills to survive. The game is lightweight and consists of 4 difficulty levels to suit all types of players.Download Tank Heroes27. Sonic DashWe particularly love the best offline Android games that make you a part of fun adventures and are free. Sonic Dash takes the good-old platform game to the next level by
providing players with a non-stop running experience. You can choose to play the game as Sonic himself or represent his fellow comrades. Either way, once you start playing the game you become a part of an endless immersive journey. Sonic Dash introduces you to tons of unique mechanics that are used to run through maps.The frequent enemy
attacks and obstacles make every run different. The runner game enables you to dash your way through exquisite 3D atmospheres and keeps you hooked throughout.Download Sonic DashOffline Puzzle Games28. The Room ThreeThe Room Three is another great version by The Room developers and is one of the Android games that doesn’t need WiFi.
It has lovely graphics, challenging puzzles, and tons of exciting features. The game has different endings depending on the choices you make.One of the most outstanding puzzle games, The Room Three, does not contain any in-app purchases and supports cloud saving and Google achievements. Immerse yourself in stunning environments and put your
puzzle-solving ability to the test.Download The Room Three29. Friday the 13thAs intriguing as the name, Friday the 13th is a horror puzzle and one of the best offline Android games available. The premise is unique, exciting, and requires you to cross over a hundred levels. You have to slaughter everyone who tries to block your way, without being
merciful. Remember to save yourself from rotary telephones, carefully crafted traps, mines, and cops. Friday the 13th is ideal for people interested in playing a game full of gore, horror, and eerie elements. We do not recommend this fun action arcade game for kids.Download Friday the 13th30. The Room: Old SinsThe Room: Old Sins has won
multiple awards as the Editor’s Choice game and the interesting mechanics make it unmissable. The offline Android game includes stunning graphics and an outstanding collection of deep puzzles. You start with solving puzzles in a room and go on to finding yourself in a dollhouse as the game progresses. Creepy atmosphere, creative puzzles, and a
captivating story add to the game’s excitement quotient. So, play The Room: Old Sins and keep your brain engaged in one of the most haunting gaming experiences.Download The Room: Old SinsOffline Creativity Games31. Plague IncPlague is a strategy and realistic simulation game where you are on the way to destroy humanity by creating a deadly,
global plague. The aim of this game is to infect the entire world where you adapt against everything that humanity can do to save itself. The gameplay from the developer Ndemic Creations, we must say, is innovative.It evolves strategy genre gaming and gives a push to mobile gaming to a level where only the most clever gamers can survive. The
stunning graphics, hyper-realistic world, 12 different disease types, more than 50 countries to infect are some of the highlights that keep you involved in the game. Download Plague Inc.32. Mini MetroOne of the best offline Android games, Mini Metro, gets more real than any other simulation game you will play. Players get to build their city’s subway
system and make the transport facility better. You can revamp the city, change what’s already there and give it a much-needed makeover. Provide the citizens with good transportation facilities so they can move from one place to another using the metro trains without any troubles.Become an excellent planner, lay down the subway rules, create lines
connecting cities, and come up with new station names. Start small scale and go on to expanding your city’s metro connectivity. They have scores to keep an eye on your performance and check efficiency, so do not forget to put your best foot forward.Download Mini Metro33. Rebel Inc.Rebel Inc. is a military strategic simulation game where you take
up the role of calming down a rebellious region. It is one of the most popular games on the Google Play Store, therefore worthy of inclusion in our list of the best offline Android games. You get all the tools required to prevent your region from a devastating war. Keep your land under control, pacify the opponents, formulate tactile strategies, and
unleash victory. Build literacy levels, hire foreign soldiers, and spend your resources mindfully. Create new guard outposts to instill peace and be quick enough to take action. Do not let the enemies take over your country!Download Rebel Inc.Offline Adventure Games34. BADLANDBadland has beautiful forests with various inhabitants, trees, and
flowers. The ambiance is lovely with amazing graphics, but there is something wrong with the woods. You have to find what exactly is going on and avoid the traps and obstacles in your way.The game has a single-player mode with 100 unique levels and a multiplayer mode up to four players on the same device with 23 levels. It supports cloud saving,
and you can play it offline without any ads.Download Badland35. Minecraft Pocket EditionMinecraft is all about your creativity in how you explore random worlds and build innovative things starting from simple homes to grand castles. You have infinite resources to mine deep into the world and the opportunity to earn cash rewards and bonuses. The
game does not contain any story where you have to be the hero, but it’s all about building and mining stuff with creativity. The price of the game is $7, but there are no in-app purchases.Download Minecraft36. LimboLimbo is a fantastic and unique puzzle game where you have to utilize the resources of the environment to solve puzzles and move
ahead to find your sister lost in the Limbo world.One of the best offline games for Android, Limbo, will blow your mind with its elegance. The graphics of this game are the best part. The game is not very long, but it’s fun and adventurous to play. The story of the game is about a cute little boy searching for his sister in a weird-looking world.Download
Limbo37. OxenfreeOxenfree boasts critical acclaim and is among the Editor’s Choice games on the Google Play Store. It takes inspiration from the horror films made in the ’80s. The gameplay involves a group of teenagers set upon a journey exploring their way through a creepy island. You get to enjoy the supernatural twists and become a part of
their extraordinary adventure.The mystery trope is full of unnatural elements and eerie silence suits the game’s theme really well. The fascinating game is not meant for children or anyone else not open to ghostly thrills. Oxenfree’s stunning backdrop and believable characters make the game feel real and addictive.Download Oxenfree38.
TerrariaTerraria is a fun action-adventure game that can be played offline. Players mine blocks, combat over 300 enemies, carve their way out on a gigantic world map, and craft items. Each item that you uniquely craft adds up and provides exciting upgrades to your character. There are more than 150 tough bosses to please who test your acumen
and skills in every game level. Explore treasures in the biomes and the mini-biomes and build outstanding structures. Turn on the internet if you wish to play the game in multiplayer mode.Download Terraria39. Rayman AdventuresRayman Adventures takes you on a thrilling journey and is one of the best offline Android games. It includes all the
elements you’d expect to see in a regular Rayman game. Players get to choose from 55 different characters before they embark upon exploring new worlds and dungeons. Indulge in tight platforming action, unlock fresh levels, look for ancient eggs, and sign up for the fun adventure. The game is a wild ride, which includes epic designs, unique visuals,
a crazy spin of things, and 320 different Incrediballs. Collect as many as you can because that is going to decide how far you’ll go.Download Rayman Adventures40. The Wolf Among UsThe game takes inspiration from an award-winning comic book series and is similar to the good old fairy tales of the yesteryears. You play the character of a big bad
wolf and witness gory activities taking place around you. Every decision that you make will have adverse consequences, so think twice before making a move. Solve the murder case as fast as possible and experience a heart rush each time a character is in trouble. One of the best offline Android games, The Wolf Among Us, boasts stunning graphics,
fascinating thrills, and a great storyline.Download The Wolf Among UsOffline Strategy Games41. Kingdom Rush FrontiersKingdom Rush Frontiers is a real challenge with various missions. It is one of the best offline Android strategy games. There are three difficulty modes; Classic, Iron, and Heroic. The game has been updated with three Halloween
stages and nine new enemies. Kingdom Rush is a Tower Defence game with 18 tower abilities. The game has a built-in encyclopedia to help you out if you get stuck somewhere. Download Kingdom Rush Frontiers42. Bloons TD 6Gaming enthusiasts who’ve played and loved games from the classic tower defense franchise will find themselves hooked to
their mobile devices while playing this one. It is a new entry in the niche with mechanics similar to its predecessors. Your aim is to build high-rise towers along the road and combat enemies on your way as you progress. There are 3 upgrade paths and 5 different levels of upgrades. Depending on how well you deal with a particular situation, you make
yourself eligible for individual tower upgrades. Nineteen towers, tons of heroes, 20 feature maps; Bloons TD 6 boasts plenty of exciting offerings and is one of the best offline Android games. Download Bloons TD 6 Offline Card Games43. Reigns: Her MajestyIf you are looking for the best offline Android games that can be played in short sessions, get
your hands on Reigns: Her Majesty. The card game is popular and boasts a proud spot as one of the Editor’s Choice games on the Google Play Store. The gameplay involves all the exciting elements that are a part of a Queen’s life. You will witness ornaments, secret affairs, kingdoms, rulers, court scenes, grand palaces, and shocking conspiracies.The
clever writing will make you think carefully about your next step and there won’t be a single dull moment. The decisions, the delightful dark humor, the mistakes, and the royal matters; every aspect of Reigns: Her Majesty is very intriguing. You get to upgrade special items from the mystical inventory and participate in fun challenges.Download
Reigns: Her MajestyOffline Racing Games44. Earn to Die 2Gaming enthusiasts looking for zombie-based best offline Android games must try Earn to Die 2. The backdrop is set against a post-apocalyptic world where players take up the role of smashing zombies and finding their way out of the mess in this racing game. If you’ve played the earlier
original version, you will find the sequel of the side-scrolling game better, faster, and longer. Formulate strategies, drive the zombies out of your way, and make sure your car is durable enough to face it all. Jump on the rescue ship when you think your time is up and be safe.Download Earn to Die 2ConclusionIf you are traveling to a zone where the
internet connection is weak or want to save mobile data and still not get bored, the best offline Android games come to your rescue. You can pick role-playing and simulation games or the top choices in the puzzle and arcade categories. There are tons of exciting choices in the strategy, action, and adventure niche as well. Your Android device is no
longer useless without an internet connection and you can resort to these games for killing time while having fun.Ditch the mobile network and the Wi-Fi for some good and indulge in unadulterated magic. The offline versions are no less in creativity and keep the interest quotient as high as any other game. They boast an excellent rating on the
Google Play Store and are popular and addictive.(Updated Article on 20th April 2021)
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